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ROUND 3 INTERVIEW:     BEN CRANE 
June 10, 2017 
 

 

Q.  Solid round there. 

 

BEN CRANE:  Yeah, played fantastic all day.  Just saw a lot of greens in regulation.  When I 

missed a couple greens, I was able to get the ball up and down.  Different wind today, so it 

was a different golf course and setup was great.  So playing with my good buddy Stewart 

Cink, and that made it fun as well. 

 

Q.  How much fun are you having out there? 

 

BEN CRANE:  A lot.  It really is what I'm just trying to do.  Have a lot of fun out there, enjoy 

myself.  This is a special week for me and my family.  So just really trying to enjoy it.  

Sometimes I have to remind myself of that, but all in all, it's been fun. 

 

Q.  You're having a blast, you obviously enjoy being in Memphis, but now that we're 

in the final round, you're right there in contention.  When do you kind of turn it on and 

make sure you're playing your best golf? 

 

BEN CRANE:  Yeah, I mean, tomorrow it's just about doing the same thing I've been doing 

all week, right?  Not to over-try but just continue executing my shots, continue to play to the 

fat side of the hole, take the birdie chances when they come and play conservatively.  I feel 

like I'm playing really well right now, so I'm excited about that, and go home, get had a good 

rest, tee off late tomorrow and have a good time playing with my buddy. 

 

Q.  So much of this game is mental.  How confident are you heading into tomorrow's 

round? 

 

BEN CRANE:  I think I'm reasonably confident not in any outcome but just that I'm going to 

go out there and play my game, and I think that's the most important thing I can do is just go 

out there and execute the way Joel, my caddie, and I like to run through our system and take 

it from there. 

 

Q.  I know you want to win the tournament.  How cool is it to see Stewart back in 

contention? 

 

BEN CRANE:  Yeah, the past year for Stewart has been something that you wouldn't wish 

any couple to go through, but we've watched Stewart and Lisa get closer to each other, get 

closer to God and be a light out here on the PGA Tour in the midst of these trials.  And so 

just watching their character and their faith grow in this time has been amazing to us and 

encouraged so many of us out here so to be with him like, you know, in light of all that 

makes it even more special. 
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Q.  You won here three years ago.  Does that give you any extra boost of confidence 

tomorrow? 

 

BEN CRANE:  Yeah, having been a past champion, certainly you pull on some of those 

memories.  I was able to pull it off then and so certainly I remember that, and it's a great 

memory and so I'll draw on some of that tomorrow, for sure. 

 

Q.  How challenging do you expect this course to be tomorrow? 

 

BEN CRANE:  Yeah, you know, I think this course will be extremely firm tomorrow, even 

firmer than it was today, so we'll be playing different shots off the tee, some more 3-woods 

where I was hitting driver or something.  So just watching those winds.  We're getting the 

typical south wind now, but it will be all about putting the ball in position on the greens as 

quick as you can because it's very difficult to play out of the rough out here.  The rough is 

just long enough, this bermuda rough, to get flyers and you can't control the ball.  And when 

the pins are on the edges like that, it just makes it extremely challenging. 

 

Q.  Ben Crane, terrific 68, two birdies, no bogeys, really good solid play today.  Talk a 

little bit about what really was working for you today, and really all your ball striking 

was fabulous.  

 

BEN CRANE:  Yeah, I was able to put the ball in a lot of the right places and just hit a lot of 

greens in regulation.  This is a difficult golf course to play from the rough, and I was able to 

hit enough fairways to get the ball in play, give myself some birdie chances and had some 

lip-outs but made some clutch putts.  So it was a really fun day.   

 

I think that's the same guy when I'm walking to the 18th tee and I'm walking down and he 

goes, "Ben Crane, your wife is really hot.  You totally outkicked your coverage."  I'm like, "I 

tell her that all the time." 

 

Anyway, it's great to be here so close to home.  We live right down the road in Nashville and 

so many great friends and a lot of family out here as well. 

 

Q.  Well, you won this event, St. Jude FedEx Classic, back in 2014.  You must love this 

course.  What is it about this course that really fits your eye? 

 

BEN CRANE:  You know, every hole is so different, you've got to play every hole for itself.  

And if you get behind, you can't press.  You've really just got to be conservative.  Keep 

putting the ball in the fairway.  But if you're able to do that, you will get some looks if you're 

hitting your irons solid.  I love this golf course.  I love the routing of it.  I love -- it's just 

something, I think it's one of the best courses.  Stewart and I were mentioning walking up, is 

this the best golf course on tour?  It's certainly in the top-5.  So it's just really well thought 

out.  I couldn't love it any more. 

 

Q.  What do you need to do tomorrow to win?  Are you going to be thinking about it, 
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or are you going to be like Stewart and work on your process? 

 

BEN CRANE:  Yeah, I mean, both, right?  Certainly you can't really avoid the fact that you 

want to win a golf tournament and certainly I would love to do that tomorrow. 

 

But it's all about, yeah, just running my system the best I can, just continue to play the game 

plan that I've been playing and I think winning a lot of times just kind of finds you.  And so I 

think that's important for me is just to go out and do what I've been doing and just play my 

best and enjoy it and just have fun.  My family's here, so fun to have my kids out.  It's a 

special week. 

 

Q.  Ben, you get home with a 68, you have a share of the lead at 9-under par.  What's 

your biggest takeaway from today? 

 

BEN CRANE:  Just played solid all day.  Very conservative but was able to manage a 

couple birdies and then key up-and-downs to keep the round going and made some clutch 

putts.  All in all, I just feel really good about my game and excited to be in this position. 

 

Q.  What have you found with your game through three rounds to get to this spot? 

 

BEN CRANE:  I think just it's better than I even thought.  I felt like I was making some 

progress, but just a couple little keys to my swing and we're really just simplifying everything 

really down to just one kind of simple thought in every category of my game.  I was able to 

just execute that and run my programs the best I can and it's just been working really well. 

 

So excited to get some rest and get out and have fun tomorrow and just do the same thing. 

 

Q.  How important was it to have that finish that you did to get in at 9-under par when 

you saw the guys had already posted?  

 

BEN CRANE:  Yeah, you know, you really want to be the last person on the golf course is I 

think everybody's goal.  That way you know what you've got to do.  I think that's important to 

try to be -- to have the best score coming into the last hole tomorrow and have the best 

opportunity to make something happen.  So certainly excited about that. 
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